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The concept of regularisabili~y, previously introduced for graphs, will be 
extended to r-grap?r~, or r-UGfomt hypergraphs. A hypergraph H = 
WI, ED . . . ,I%,) on X = IJ Ei is r-umiform if each edge Ei ha cardinahty r. As for 
a graph, we shall denote by A(H) the maximum degree of H, i.e. the maximum 
number of edges havmg one vertex in common. For an integer k >O, the 
multip&~~tion of the edge Ed by k defines the hypergraph H’ obtained from H by 
re+_ ** the edge $ by k edges eqrlar ++ yI rV $ ; ror k = 0, the multiplication of Ei by 
k d&n ,s the hypergraph obtained from H by removing Ei. Also, kH is the 
hyperyaph c btained from H by multiplying each edge by k. 
A k-ma&ng of’ H is P hypergraph 14’ c kH with rrsximum degree A(H’)s k. 
This k-matching is pePfect if every vertex has degree k. v,(H) denotes the 
maximum number of edges in a k-matching, and r&H) denotes the minimum 
value of k-transversal, i e. a function t(x) E’ (0, I, 2, . . . , k} such that t(Ei) 2 k for 
all i. 
The fractioml trunsversul number of )i is 
~*(H)=m~!!!O_m~ ‘k(Ilf) 
k-*0 k krO k 
A hypergraph H is regularisable if a regular hypergraph can be obtained from 
H by multiplying each edge Ei by an integer ki Z= 1. In this section. we state 
without proofs G._. l ‘hf three known results that we need. 
Theorem 2.1. (C&ma [Z],) For a kypergrapk H= (IS,, E,, . . . , E,,) on X riZp 
folZow;ng properties are equivalent: 
(ij H is , 2guIan'cabke; 
(ii) there exists n3 real valued funcfibn p(x‘r, defined wn the m-tex AC! X of N, 
5 1 
pO3=0 
p(l$) b 0 for all is “M, 
p(&)>O forsC?ae i&m; 
i%) there ex&ts no fun&m p(x) G Z (with integer values) Satkfydn-g thz above 
co?ldiItr’ons. 
‘II¶MSMIB 22 Let H be .z ~uniforhz hypergr’qh such that each e&e meets at least r 
other e.dg~ and no vertex is of degree one. ‘ihen the line-graph L(H) is 
I~?guiWPUb!e. 
‘lPlmm!aa 23, (Berge, H&man [l].) Let H be a hypergraph, let Q be the set of all 
pairs (A, J3) with 
AGX B GX jAI +3j~ 
O~~~nA/-~Ft,fIB~& (i=1,2,...,m) 
P&t 
Denote by k(H) the least k such that a t-regular multigraph can be obtained from 
H &y ~zultiplying each edge by a positive integer (or k(H)= +a, if H is not 
re@arirrahke). 
Tkn k(H)> p(H). Frarthermore, if H is u&nodular, we have k(H) = [/-@)]*. 
Co~~llrtry. A unimoduhrr hypqrapk H IS regularisable if an4 only if no two 
disjoint its 14, 0” $5 X with IA/ = II31 satisfy simultaneously 
09(q n,sg-f~ 13B(s 5 for all i, 
W-W>lWW for some i. 
lT& fdbms iunmecliarei v , fm l’he~~ern 3, sinrze 0~ above conditions imply that 
p(H) = $90. 
A hypergraph H is quai-regulItzti!iabk if a regular hypergraph can be obtained 
r‘rom H by multiplying each edge E, by an integex Ic; 26 A hypergraph which is 
regallarisable is also quasi-regularisatrle, but the amverse is xt true. For instance, 
th(: grayh C = (ab, bc, ac, cd af, fg, $3, g4 ed, fd} or’ order 7 is quasi-regularisable, 
bus’ not xgda risable. From the Pa rt I, we know thar a graph is quasi-reguhd;zk’e 
if and only il! its vertex-set can be partitioned into odd cycles and 2-cliques. 
-4s in Put. I, we need the foilowing lemma: 
Lemma 3.1. For a hy_pergraph H, wil’l matching number v(H) and transversal 
number T(HJI, 
v(H)= min V&O 
m(HS 
k>Q k Hs;H A.(W) 
<maxYo -Smax-- 
k>O k 
T&~rem 3.2!. For a4’n r-unifrom hypergruph 14 = (E,, I&, . . . , E,,,) on X, IX\= n, 
the following; properties are equivalent: 
(i) H is quasi-regularisable; 
(ii) 7-*(Win/r; 
(iii) there &ssts no real valued function p(x) on X such that 
p(E,)‘>O (iSm) 
pm=0 
(iv) there exists no integer valued function p(x) satisfying the above conditions. 
Proof. (i) implies (ii). Let H be a quasi-regularisable hypergraph; then there 
exists a perft:ct k-matching H’ with m(H’) = I+(H). By Lemma 3.1, 
n In(w) v,(H)___T*(~CTr(Ii)_-~ _-~--=-_ 
r A(H’) k r r 
(s!nce t(x)= 1 is a r-transversal of H). Thus, T*(H) = n/r. 
(ii) implies (i). Let H be a r-unifo,rrP hypergraph with 7*(H) = n/r. For every 
maximum k,-matching H’, 
f,m(w) vd~<T*(ll)-p -=-. - . 
r - k k r 
Thus rm(H’)~= kn; hence H’ is a perfect k-matching, and H is qua.si-repularisabie. 
(ii) implie5 (iii) Suppose that there exists a function y :X-+ R with p(X) = 0 
and p(E,)>c!l for all is m. Put E =(l/r)min, p(Ei), and 
f(,,u’)i = p($l 2-E. 
r 
We have: 
f(E::)=p(E,)-t l-r&:-l 
Now9 we denote by IX the inte=ctk>ll of all the edges of H which contain the 
vertex x The hypergraph H L se~~a$~g if either I.. = Iy, or I, 171, = 6. 
Clearly, a regular hypergrqh W is separating, bet~~use if yE I, and xrt: 4, and if 
I, f Ip then &(x1< d*(y), which is a contradiction. 
Note that it is easy to show that an Aerval hypergraph is xqularisable if and 
only if it is separ&~g. 
The !Mowing&&lt genera&es a property found by Ril~eyblank for 2-bicritical 
&‘ :pha, and is obt%ned as a conseqience of Theorem 3.2. 
i. 
o :. 
,I$,, a’. .“. 
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::& 3.3. L@ t H be a r-uni~Wn~ seixwating hypergraph. If, for all 3: E X, the 
$q$j&#@h l-l X fl(x) okkined @ona H bj* nrnrouing the edges containing x (and the 
v&it&m which becoi* isolated) is quasi-x?gdarisable, then H is regularisable. 
. . . . .,, 1,’ I :,_.,:.: . . 
:;*;$ii$-+ .$I is separating, the sets l, constitute a partition of X, and every 
~~&o_$@ich meets I, contains I,. 
,Lr?t A G X be a set which has exacdy’ one vertex in each class of the partition 
(Q. 
_$up@se that H is not regularisable. ‘Then IA 1 B 1. Furthermore, the subhyper- 
graph HA induced by A is not regularisable, and by Theorem 1, there exists a 
function p : A 3 R such that 
p(.A) = 0 
p(E,nA)a:O for all i, 
p(E, n A)> 0 for some i. 
Let b E A lx a vertex with p(b) > 0; put 
p’(a) = p(a)+m 
IAl- 
for a E 1ci -{b} 
p’(x) = 0 for P&K-A)CI(b}, 
Thr= hypergraph H’ = H-H(b), de&& on X’ = X- rh satisfies 
p’(X’)=y<A-{b))+p(b)=O. 
For E’ E H’, 
p’(E’) = n(E’ f-I A) + #-$IE’TAI>O. 
Thus, by Theorem 3.2, H’ k not quasi-regularisable, and the contradiction follows. 
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